Explores Mykonos

How to reach Mykonos:
Direct Flights from Athens: Olympic Air, Aegean Airlines
Ferry from Piraeus Port: Blue Star Ferries
Ferry from Rafina Port: Cyclades Fast, Sea Jets
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Day 1: Arrival in Mykonos
Mykonos is probably the most famous between the Greek islands… and not without a cause… With its giant whitewashed windmills and
chapels scattered along the countryside, divine sandy beaches, unique Cycladic architectural style, wild, cosmopolitan nightlife, endless
entertainment opportunities, yummy local delicacies and countless gastronomic restaurants, Mykonos stands up to its famous reputation as
the party island! Being adored by the world’s jet set, Mykonos however has more than just intense party life to offer its visitors. On your first
day you will have the afternoon free to enjoy the hotel amenities, sun and beaches.
Day 2: Guided tour of Delos
Being located next to Apollo’s birthplace, the sacred island of Delos, Mykonos offers you the option of an exciting day cruise to one of the
most important mythological, archaeological and historical sites in Greece. Delos had a position as a holy sanctuary for a millennium before
Olympian Greek mythology made it the birthplace of Apollo and Artemis. From its Sacred Harbor, the horizon shows the two conical mounds
that have identified landscapes sacred to a goddess in other sites: one, retaining its pre-Greek name Mount Kynthos, is crowned with a
sanctuary of Dionysus. You will depart from Mykonos to Delos, where you will have a guided tour at its Archaeological Site.
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Day 3: A day to explore the beautiful beaches of the island
Spend the day in one of the island’s cosmopolitan beaches or choose an isolated one to sunbath and relax. Mykonos features some of the
most beautiful and well known beaches in Greece. The sand is semolina white and the waters are cold and as blue as can be. Overall,
Mykonos has a type of beach for everyone. Whether you are looking for fun by the sea until sundown with a cocktail in your hand, or a quiet
time reading a book on a calm, secluded beach, if you are the active type looking for sea sports, Mykonos has a beach for you. And, of
course, if you want to enjoy your lunch by the sea, all the beaches on the island feature luxury restaurants and picturesque taverns serving
Greek and Cycladic cuisine.
Day 4: Departure
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Accommodation Proposals - Mykonos
Cavo Tagoo www.cavotagoo.gr
Cavo Tagoo is a unique luxury hotel near Chora of Mykonos, built into an impressive natural Cliffside. With its luxurious barefoot chic aesthetic,
its distinctive architecture, versatile services, and respect for traditional elements, Cavo Tagoo unfolds as an unparalleled experience to its
guests.
Rooms: 85
Prices from: €306
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Mykonos Blu /www.mykonosblu.com
The ultimate 5 star luxury hotel in Mykonos Greece: Mykonos Blu beach resort in Psarou Beach. Imagine a place, where the sea and sky
hypnotize adventuring souls. A blue oasis where the sun wraps each day in brilliant white and the ancient moon charms every starry night.
Nestled in the cosmopolitan island, discovered by jet setters, are the island bungalows and private villas of Mykonos Blu luxury hotel. The
whitewashed and stone bungalows and suites, some with private pool, are adorned with natural fabrics in absolute white and blue.
Rooms: 111
Prices from: €198
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Royal Myconian - www.royalmyconian.gr
Set in a secluded bay overlooking its own sandy beach a serene and sophisticated escape, Royal Myconian is unique in every sense. With
spacious accommodations, each with ocean views and verandas are a first choice among sophisticated travelers. Ambrosia Restaurant is
famous for its panoramic sea views with Mediterranean fare combining a fusion of local flavors and ingredients.
Rooms: 150
Prices from: €104
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Terms and conditions
Price per person from: € 250
Prices for experiences mentioned above are per person (min 10, max 15 pax) and include:


Transfers from/to the Port/Airport with mini bus upon departure & arrival



Entrances and guide when mentioned



Ferry ticket to Delos



Transfers from/to the port for Delos Tour



8 hrs occupancy of the bus for the Beach Tour



Travel Insurance



Taxes

Prices NOT include:


Airfare or Ferries not listed in the itinerary



Accommodation



Transfers not specified in the itinerary



Meals



Room Service



Excess Baggage Charges & Porter age



Passport and Visa Fees

 Personal & Travel Insurance
You can always ask to tailor your tour. For more information please contact us: travel@athensflyingweek.gr
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